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PDF covering letter
To: Dr. Nehme Gebrayel,  
Editor in chief of Nutrition Journal  

Dear Dr. Gebrayel,  

I have made all formatting changes as you had requested, and Prof Wedrich actually managed the proof-read the article within 2 days. I have sent you the final version of the article as you had asked for on-line. If, however, you require any other further changes please let me know. 

I am looking forwards to hearing from Mr. Sawyer (concerning payment) soon. Please remember you promised to send all letters concerning payment to my e-mail: m.maneli@utanet.at. If possible I would be grateful if you could sent me (possibly Prof. Wedrich too) some kind of a formal letter stating acceptance of the article. It would help me career wise. If this costs any additional charges please let me know through Mr. Sawyer. 

Thanks again for all. It has been our pleasure to work with you and your team. If you ever come to Austria please contact me. We shall show around the beautiful city Vienna. 

Sincerely,  
maneli.